RED WINE - HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

Ă PREMIUM 1904 SYRAH - TEMPRANILLO · NAVARRO LOPEZ (I.G.P. TIERRA DE

CASTILLA, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
Syrah and Tempranillo Attractive cherry red color, clean and bright. Intense aroma of red
fruits, ripe cherries and violets on notes of wood that provide light touches of toast. Tasty
on the palate, powerful with a long and pleasant mid palate with a slight astringency of
ripe tannins.

250ml: 6.5
Bottle: 15

BARON DE LEY RESERVA TEMPRANILLO · BARON DE LEY (D.O.C.A RIOJA, ESPANA)
250ml: 6.7
Bottle: 16.7
13.5% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Lovely ruby-red with medium depth of colour and slight brick-red
hues. Great aromatic intensity on the nose, with ripe fruit well integrated with the toasted
oak and balsamic aromas from the cask. The aftertaste is long and lingering, recalling
reminders of toasted wood and dried fruits.
ENRIQUE MENDOZA SANTA ROSA · ENRIQUE MENDOZA (D.O ALICANTE, SPAIN)
14.0% VOL.
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Syrah High layer wine. Intense ruby red color with tile
flashes acquired during its aging.
In the olfactory phase it is very mineral, with hints of graphite, humus, black stones and
freshly tilled earth, these mineral aromas are finely intertwined with spicy, balsamic and
floral notes such as violet.
On the palate it is a very balanced wine, combining power and elegance with a firm
tannic load in the center of the mouth, without concentrations or aggressiveness.
The aftertaste is wide and harmonious, returning again to the smoked and toasted notes
acquired by its time in the barrel.

250ml: 12.5
Bottle: 33

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
THE PROFILE OF CABERNET SAUVIGNON
The classic profile of Cabernet Sauvignon tends to be full-bodied wines with high tannins and
noticeable acidity that contributes to the wine's aging potential. In cooler climates, Cabernet
Sauvignon tends to produce wines with blackcurrant notes that can be accompanied by green
bell pepper notes, mint and cedar which will all become more pronounced as the wine ages. In
more moderate climates the black currant notes are often seen with black cherry and black olive
notes while in very hot climates the currant flavours can veer towards the over-ripe and "jammy"
side. In parts of Australia, particularly the Coonawarra wine region of South Australia, Cabernet
Sauvignon wines tend to have characteristic eucalyptus or menthol notes.
BESTUE SANTA SABRINA · OTTO BESTUE (D.O. SOMONTANO)
250ml: 7.3
Bottle: 17.5
14.5% VOL.
80% Cabernet sauvignon, 20% Tempranillo It is the flagship of this small and highly
appreciated family winery of Somontano. The Bestués make this red wine from Cabernet
Sauvignon and Tempranillo grapes from their vineyards located in Enate (Huesca).
Structured, fleshy and balanced, it is a fantastic ally of meat stews and forceful spoon
dishes.
DOBLE DOCE · BODEGA DONA FELISA, 2015 (ANDALUCÍA, SPAIN)
15.0% VOL.
Cabernet Sauvignon (85%), Merlot (15%) This rich ruby red color with a crimson rim, is a
full-bodied wine, with juicy flavors of raspberry, ripe plum, and a hint of vanilla and spices,
all within soothing notes of eucalyptus and a hint of cloves.
This wine is very elegant and velvety on the palate.
Super smooth with a firm and long finish and balanced acidity.
The first Spanish wine to win: In Paris (France):
The Gold Medal of the ‘Best Cabernet-Sauvignon In The World’.
ENRIQUE MENDOZA SANTA ROSA · ENRIQUE MENDOZA (D.O ALICANTE, SPAIN)
14.0% VOL.
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Syrah High layer wine. Intense ruby red color with tile
flashes acquired during its aging.
In the olfactory phase it is very mineral, with hints of graphite, humus, black stones and
freshly tilled earth, these mineral aromas are finely intertwined with spicy, balsamic and
floral notes such as violet.
On the palate it is a very balanced wine, combining power and elegance with a firm
tannic load in the center of the mouth, without concentrations or aggressiveness.
The aftertaste is wide and harmonious, returning again to the smoked and toasted notes
acquired by its time in the barrel.

250ml: 12
Bottle: 25

250ml: 12.5
Bottle: 33

GARNACHA
THE PROFILE OF GARNACHA
Garnacha is one of the most widely planted red wine grape varieties in the world. It ripens late,
so it needs hot, dry conditions such as those found in Spain, where the grape most likely
originated. It is also grown in the Italian island of Sardinia, the south of France, Australia, and
California's Monterey AVA and San Joaquin Valley.
It is generally spicy, berry-flavoured and soft on the palate and produces wine with a relatively
high alcohol content, but it needs careful control of yields for best results. Characteristic flavour
profiles on Grenache include red fruit flavours (raspberry and strawberry) with a subtle, white
pepper spice note. Grenache wines are highly prone to oxidation, with even young examples
having the potential to show browning (or "bricking") coloration that can be noticed around the
rim when evaluating the wine at an angle in the glass. As Grenache ages the wines tend to take
on more leather and tar flavours.
ESTEBAN MARTIN GARNACHA · ESTEBAN MARTIN, 2020 (D.O.P. CARIÑENA, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
100% Garnacha Intense red, fresh, very fruity and bursting with youth. With notes of red
fruits, raspberries and strawberries, and subtle floral aromas.

250ml: 4.3
Bottle: 8.4

OTTO BESTUE GARNACHA · OTTO BESTUÉ, 2020 (DO SOMONTANO, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
Crystalline in appearance, it shows an attractive strawberry-pink color with purplish
sparkles in a fine layer. In the olfactory phase, primary aromas of high intensity appear.
Fruity aromas (strawberry, cherries, berries) dominate on a background of a sweet shop
that takes us back to childhood. In the mouth it is fresh and unctuous, with marked
aromas of red fruits. Medium long aftertaste.

250ml: 4.5
Bottle: 9

NINO MIMADO (PAMPERED CHILD) · ESTEBAN MARTIN, 2015 (CARIÑENA, SPAIN)
14.5% VOL.
100% Garnacha Dark cherry-colored organic wine. Complex nose with notes of ripe fruit,
blackberries and the characteristics of the "terroir".
In the mouth it has great structure and strength, but at the same time, a pleasant balance
of acidity. It is markedly tannic with a long aftertaste on the palate.

250ml: 7
Bottle: 15

OTTO BESTUE GARNACHA · OTTO BESTUÉ, 2020 (DO SOMONTANO, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
Crystalline in appearance, it shows an attractive strawberry-pink color with purplish
sparkles in a fine layer. In the olfactory phase, primary aromas of high intensity appear.
Fruity aromas (strawberry, cherries, berries) dominate on a background of a sweet shop
that takes us back to childhood. In the mouth it is fresh and unctuous, with marked
aromas of red fruits. Medium long aftertaste.

250ml: 4.5
Bottle: 9

COTO DE HAYAS GARNACHA CENTENARIA · BODEGAS ARAGONESAS, 2018 (DO CAMPO
DE BORJA, ESPANA)
14.5% VOL.
100% Garnacha Intense aroma, clean and powerful fruity aroma with a marked varietal
character with toasted and spicy tones contributed by aging in wood. Soft on the palate,
broad and structured, rich in nuances, with a broad aftertaste.

250ml: 6.5
Bottle: 15

Ă LA ATALAYA DEL CAMINO · ATALAYA, 2019 (D.O. ALMANSA, SPAIN)

15.0% VOL.
50% Garnacha Tintorera, 50% Monastrell A mature red wine with complex aromas of
compote fruit, notes of aromatic herbs and floral touches. On the palate it is fruity,
powerful and elegant. A wine with polished tannins, well-integrated acidity and a long and
very persistent finish.

250ml: 8
Bottle: 19

BARON DE LEY VARIETALS · BARON DE LEY, 2017 (D.O.C.A RIOJA)
250ml: 7
Bottle: 17.6
13.0% VOL.
100% Garnacha Deep purple colour with good robe. Fruit compote nose with a presence
of balsamic aromas, mint and cocoa, with mineral underlying mineral nuances. Warm,
with silky, velvety tannins, perfectly integrated. Full and elegant with a persistent finish.
MALASPIEDRAS · D.O.C.A RIOJA (D.O.C.A RIOJA)
250ml: 7.6
Bottle:
18.4
14.0% VOL.
Garnacha Tinta, Viura & Tempranillo Cherry color with a medium layer and violet rim.
Nose: spicy, smoked notes, ripe red fruit, mineral, balsamic. On the palate it presents fine
tannins, good acidity, medium body, very tasty, fresh, and a warm finish. Fruity aftertaste
and smoky notes, persistent.
FAGUS DE COTO DE HAYAS · BODEGAS ARAGONESAS, 2017 (CAMPO DE BORJA,
250ml: 12.2
Bottle: 32
ESPANA)
14.5% VOL.
100% Garnacha Very intense, fine and elegant. Its background of red fruits (plum, cherry)
stands out together with an amalgam of mineral, spicy, coffee, toasted, vanilla, pastry,
egg yolk and meringue notes, all of them very well integrated. On the mouth it is very
powerful, fat and voluminous, with a very balanced, lively and concentrated mid palate
and good acidity. Long, broad and silky finish in the mouth. Very round and combined
tannin.

UVKĂ HISENDA MIRET · PARES BALTA, 2016 (D.O PENEDES, SPAIN)

250ml: 14.2
Bottle: 38

TRES PICOS
15.0% VOL.
Tres Picos has very intense cherry cherry color with purple tones. On the nose it shows a
great concentration of aromas of ripe red fruits with floral nuances. In the mouth it is a
rich and well-structured wine that evokes flavors of blackberry, plum and shades of
leather and vanilla, with a sweet and silky tannin

250ml: 6.8
Bottle: 18.5

15.0% VOL.
Vivid red hues reflecting the color of the fruit. Aromatic complexity with floral fragrances,
creamy notes and wild fruit that explodes with intensity and freshness on the nose. The
importance of the fruit is also evident in its passage in the mouth, leaving memories of
spices and subtle notes of toast, being the protagonists, balance and frankness. Its
structure and long aftertaste are surprising, achieving a good final assembly. Its
originality invites you to taste it.

MERLOT
THE PROFILE OF MERLOT
Merlot is the second most planted grape, right behind Cabernet Sauvignon. In fact, these two
wines are practically tied at the vine together, given they are offspring of Cabernet Franc. These
great wines are blended together to form the coveted Bordeaux wine from France. The typical
taste profile of Merlot is medium acidity, medium tannin and medium to full body with red and
black fruit notes along with spice notes of vanilla from oak aging.

Ă CONSENTIDO MERLOT · BODEGAS LA PURÍSIMA, 2021 (D.O YECLA)

14.0% VOL.
100% Merlot This wine is made from 100% Merlot grapes from “Campo Aba jo”, harvested
during the second week of September. After vatting the grapes were left for two days at a
low temperature and later fermentation was conducted a temperature of 23°C. The total
maceration time was 6 days.
Tasting Notes: Ruby red colour of high intensity. On the nose is very fruity, complex with
notes of red fruits and a deep of toasted notes. On the palate a pleasant tannins give us a
sensation of full body besides of smoothness.

250ml: 3
Bottle: 7.5

MONASTRELL
THE PROFILE OF MONASTRELL
Mourvedre (Monastrell in its native Spain, Mataro in Australia and California) is a black-skinned
variety that has been grown in vineyards all around the western Mediterranean for centuries.
Thought to have originated in Spain, it is now grown extensively throughout the Iberian
Peninsula, southern France, California and South Australia.
Mourvedre likes warm, dry climates and has small, thick-skinned berries – the textbook
combination for making wines with intense color and high tannin levels. In fact, it is the variety's
mouth-drying tannins that earned it the French nickname Etrangle-Chien (the dog strangler).
Mourvedre's meaty, herby aromas are very distinctive, as are its strong tannins. These qualities
make it a potent ingredient for blending, most often with vibrant, rich Grenache and structured,
spicy Syrah.
ARDENT - HOUSE WINE · ARDENT, 2017 (D.O.C JUMILLA)
14.5% VOL.
100% Monastrell This Mediterranean Monastrell grape combined with the soil does not
make wine too strong; quite the opposite, it is silky and elegant. The wine spend 10
months in third-year french-oak barrels, combining fruit with the elegance of the soil and
added complexity: it is a "Terroir" wine.

125ml: 1.9
250ml: 2.9
Bottle: 7

LAUDUM ROBLE · BOCOPA, 2019 (ALICANTE, SPAIN)
14.0% VOL.
70% Monastell & 30% Syrah Intense cherry red color adorned with violet tones. On the
nose, a deep aroma in which notes of violets are distinguished surrounded by a
background of ripe black fruits, spices and balsamic touches. On the palate, it is
structured and extremely fruity. Its ripe tannin recalls a velvety touch and guarantees a
long life to this wine. A very long finish permeates the palate with spicy, balsamic and
mineral notes.

250ml: 3.4
Bottle: 8.6

Ă ALCANTA TINTO · BODEGAS BOCOPA, 2021 (D.O ALICANTE)

250ml: 3.5
Bottle: 6

12.5% VOL.
Monastrell, Tempranillo & Cabernet Sauvignon* Fresh and fruity with notes of spices, ripe
black fruits and balsamic. Medium bodied , fruity and tasty with ripe fruits.
LAUDUM XII PLUS · BODEGA BOCOPA, 2017 (ALICANTE, SPAIN)
14.5% VOL.
100% Monastrell Cherry in color with an intense ruby rim. On the nose, ripe fruit stands
out, black raspberries, blueberries, spices, mineral notes, as well as Mediterranean
scrubland. Tasty on the palate, balanced, with the fruit standing out more than the toasted
ones. Hints of spices, liquorice and nuts. Greedy. Long finish

VĂ TALENTO · BODEGAS EGO, 2020 (DOP JUMILLA)

14.0% VOL.
Monastrell
Colour: Black cherry with purple violet hues.
Nose: Clean, fragrant with a bouquet of spices, violets and blueberries.
Palate: Smooth texture, with savoury red fruits, so t with a round tannins, well-balanced
acidity and a pure finish. Short ageing.

250ml: 4
Bottle: 10

250ml: 5
Bottle: 13.2

CASA SICILIA CRIANZA · CASA SICILIA, 2018 (VINALOPO VALLEY, ALICANTE)
250ml: 7.2
Bottle: 17
15.0% VOL.
70% Monastrell, 30% Petit Verdot Cherry red color with a high robe with a luminous ruby
rim that preserves a purplish, clean and bright tone. On the nose it is intense, where
balsamic notes, ripe red fruits, mineral notes and light memories of cedar wood stand out.
It presents an elegant evolution reflecting an excellent ripening of the grapes.
In the mouth it has a good tannic structure. It is delicate, with a sweet step without any
aggressiveness. The finish of the mouth is reminiscent of aromas of spices characteristic of
the Mediterranean terrain. It is a wine that allows for storage, but when it is released on the
market, an adequate period has already passed in the bottle to fully develop its virtues.
JUAN GIL - SILVER LABEL · VINAS FAMILIA GIL, 2019 (JUMILA, SPAIN)
250ml: 7.5
Bottle: 18
14.0% VOL.
100% Monastrell This wine has been made with grapes of the Monastrell variety, collected
from old vineyards with very little production located on very limestone soils and stony on
the surface. The result gives rise to a wine with an intense cherry red color, aromas of ripe
fruit and a long and spicy finish with evocations of the toasted French wood to which it
has been subjected.

Ă SEIN · VINESSENS (VALENCIA, SPAIN)

14.5% VOL.
60% Monastrell, 20% Tintorera & 20% Syrah Deep cherry color with violet rim, intense
nose reminiscent of very ripe black fruits with balsamic notes and aromatic herbs such as
rosemary, thyme, etc. It has pleasant memories of liquorice, cocoa and chocolate. Nice
entry on the palate, meaty and very complex. It has a ripe tannin and balanced acidity,
very good structure and a long finish.

250ml: 6
Bottle: 15.5

LA PURISIMA - OLD VINES EXPRESSION · BODEGAS LA PURÍSIMA, 2018 (D.O. YECLA,
SPAIN)
14.5% VOL.
Monastrell , Syrah & Garnacha On the nose, this wine is a modern, complex wine with
nuances. Spicy aromas, expressive, hints of tobacco, wild herbs. In the mouth, Old Vines
Expression is a meaty, long and powerful wine, with a very spaced finish.

250ml: 7.5
Bottle: 18

TARIMA HILLS - ESTATE BOTTLED OLD WINES · TARIMA HILL, 2015 (ALICANTE, SPAIN)
15.0% VOL.
100% Monastrell Minty aromas of herbal berry fruits set up a tight, linear palate with
acidity that registers as tartaric and jacked up. Dark plum and spiced blackberry flavours
are toasty and a touch hot on the finish.

250ml: 7.3
Bottle: 17.5

VĂ FUERZA · BODEGAS EGO, 2019 (DOP JUMILLA)

250ml: 7.5
Bottle: 20.9

14.5% VOL.
Monastrell & Cabernet Sauvignon
Colour: Intense cherry-red with violet shades.
Nose: Delicate black fruit aroma with high roast and smoky features.
Palate: Structured, subtle and smart palate, ripe appetising and a sweet tannins marked
by elegance. Hints of plum and chocolate. 12 months oak ageing.

EL TELAR · VINESSENS - CASA BALAGUER, 2016 (D.O.C ALICANTE)
14.5% VOL.
100% Monastrell Sweet in the mouth, meaty, with very good structure and immense
complexity. It has a round and ripe tannin, a balanced acidity and a persistent finish.

250ml: 11.6
Bottle: 30.5

1771 CASA LOS FRAILES · LOS FRAILES, 2014 (DO VALENCIA, SPAIN)
14.5% VOL.
100% Monastrell Some red fruits and spice, garnet in color. A medium to full bodied red,
with black cherry, raspberry, some licorice and spice on finish.

250ml: 13.3
Bottle: 35.5

Ă JUAN GIL AZUL (BLUE LABEL) · BODEGAS JUAN GIL, 2017 (JUMILLA, SPAIN)

250ml: 14.6
Bottle: 39.5

Ă INFINITO · BODEGAS EGO, 2016 (DOP JUMILLA)

250ml: 15.5
Bottle: 44

15.5% VOL.
60% Monastrell, 30% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Syrah
Purple/black in colour, it proffers a nose of pain grille, graphite, earth notes, spice box,
black fruits, and a hint of balsamic. It opens in the grlass to reveal excellent density,
savory flavors, plenty of spice, and a lengthy, pure finish. 18 months in new French and
American oak barrels. Made mostly with very old Monastrell vineyards grapes from old
vines grown at an altitude of 700 meters above sea level with very low yields as with the
vines of Cabernet-Sauvingon & Syrah to obtain a very concentrated and complex wine
and very elegant at the same time after spending 18 months into a careful selection of
best French and American oak.
15.0% VOL.
Monastrell, Syrah, Petit Verdot & Cabernet Sauvignon Colour: Intense, dark cherry-red
colour with purple edges. Nose: Powerful, very intense and fresh. Toasted and balsamic.
Fine floral tobacco touches. Palate: Well- structured, fresh and ripe red fruit jam flavour.
Surrounding Liquorice and spices entry with a smooth and rich taste. 18 months oak
ageing.
BRUTO · JUAN GIL, 2018
15.0% VOL.
100% Monastrell Intense cherry red color with garnet reflections and a high layer. On the
nose its strong, with notes of ripe black fruit and roasted and chocolate notes. In the
mouth you'll feel it enveloping, with liquor notes and a long and balanced aftertaste.

PETIT VERDOT

250ml: 20
Bottle: 55

THE PROFILE OF PETIT VERDOT
Petit Verdot is a red wine grape whose small, thick-skinned berries are valued for their depth of
color. Traditionally, the variety played a small role in the classic blends of Bordeaux. However,
varietal Petit Verdot has now appeared in many regions of southern Europe, the Americas and
Australia.
Petit Verdot has a less well known but larger-berried cousin, Gros Verdot. Verdot roughly
translates as "green one" and reflects the variety's propensity to under ripeness. Therefore, in
cool seasons Petit Verdot vines produce bunches speckled with green, unripened berries.
Petit Verdot wines tend to have a dense, violet-black appearance due to the high levels of
anthocyanins in the berry's thick skins. They also have high tannin levels, thanks to the small
berries creating a high ratio of skin and seeds to juice.
ENRIQUE MENDOZA PETIT VERDOT · ENRIQUE MENDOZA, 2018 (D.O.C ALICANTE)
14.5% VOL.
100% Petit Verdot Characteristic and flavourful, this red wine by Bodegas Enrique
Mendoza flows effortlessly through the palate, with a texture which is both meaty and
silky. Fruit and spice take the center stage, while maintaining a remarkably mineral
background. Very well-balanced, with very good acidity and mature tannins. The finish,
full of Med garrigue, is very persistent.

Ă MERCURE RONDA · BODEGA DONA FELISA - CHINCILLA, 2013

250ml: 7.4
Bottle: 18.5

250ml
Bottle: 87
15.0% VOL.
100% Petit Verdot (18 MONTHS IN BARREL) From one of the oldest Petit Verdot plantations
in Spain, springs “Mercure”an exclusive full bodied wine with rich ruby red color.
A delicious wine from front to back, leading with aromas and flavors of ripe berry and
cherry and tobacco hints, as well notes of dark chocolate, coffee, vanilla, eucalyptus and
clove.
Is rich, but well-knit tannins, underscore silky berry liqueur flavors, carrying the wine to a
lingering finish, hanging on your palate while the dark fruit and spice flavors slowly change
and fade.

TEMPRANILLO
THE PROFILE OF TEMPRANILLO
Tempranillo is a red grape variety which forms the backbone of some of the finest wines from
Spain and Portugal. It has also been successfully adopted in the New World, especially in
California, Argentina and Australia. In 2020, Tempranillo was the third most planted grape variety
in the world. The most searched-for Tempranillo wine on our list is Vega Sicilia Unico Gran
Reserva.
Tempranillo has strong roots in Spain where it translates to "little early one", a name given to it
by growers who observed its habit of ripening earlier than Garnacha (Grenache), its traditional
Spanish blending partner and a majority of most other Spanish red grape varieties. Almost every
red wine from Rioja and Ribera del Duero has Tempranillo at its core.
BESTUE FINCA RABLEROS D.O. SOMONTANO
14.0% VOL.
85% Tempranillo 15% Cabernet Sauvignon In the mouth it is very fruity, mature and
elegant. Ripe tannins. Cherry red color with violet reflections. On the nose there are
aromas of ripe red fruits along with spicy aromas from the passage through barrels and
herbaceous notes.
NUNTIUS CRIANZA · NUNTIUS, 2017 (D.O.C.A RIOJA, ESPANA)
14.0% VOL.
Tempranillo & Garnacha Nuntius Crianza is cherry red with a medium-high layer. Aromas
with hints of red fruits (cherries, strawberries, raspberries) as well as toasted and milky
notes, vanilla predominating. In the mouth it has good and balanced tannins, with a very
pleasant acidity, highlighting again the very rich notes of milk and vanilla. Memories of
roasted and cocoa beans. Fig sensations with hints of chocolate and mint. Tasty,
unctuous, fresh and with persistence.

Ă MATSU EL PÍCARO · BODEGA MATSU, 2020 (DO TORO, SPAIN)

14.5% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Visual: Purple color with a large layer, which denotes its youth.
Nose: Aromas of fruit, jelly beans and blackberry jam stand out, very well nuanced with a
touch of liquorice, which gives it a spicy character and complexity.
Mouth: Intense and powerful mouth, with a very pleasant entry thanks to its sweet
character.

250ml: 4.5
Bottle: 7.95

250ml: 3.8
Bottle: 9.5

250ml: 3.5
Bottle: 10.5

DOMINIO DE ADIRA · DOMINIO DE A'DIRA, 2018 (ANDALUCÍA, SPAIN)
250ml: 5.8
Bottle: 13
13.0% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Made with grapes of the Tempranillo variety, which result in a cherrycolored wine with violet notes, which on the nose presents aromas of red fruits,
strawberry, raspberry and white flowers and that on the palate is a silky and very balanced
broth.
MONTECASTRILLO · FINCA TORREMILANOS, 2019 (DO RIBERA DEL DUERO)
250ml: 6.2
Bottle: 14
14.0% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Nice dark color with red and purple notes. Intense notes of black fruits,
red fruits, liquorice and light roasted notes. Light body, smooth on the palate with fruit
and delicate mineral sensations.

TORREMILANOS CRIANZA · FINCA TORREMILANOS, 2016 (CASTILLA Y LEÓN, SPAIN)
14.0% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Intense aromas of red fruit, some black, accompanied by toasted,
creamy and spicy notes. Light herbaceous background. Very harmonious. Good entry,
intense. Silky and sweet mid palate, with very present fruit and well balanced creamy
toasts. Good acidity and tannins present.

250ml: 6.2
Bottle: 14

Ă HACIENDA LÓPEZ DE HARO LIMITED EDITION · HACIENDA LÓPEZ DE HARO, 2018

250ml: 6.6
Bottle: 15.5
(RIOJA, SPAIN)
14.0% VOL.
Tempranillo and Mazuelo Visual: Medium layer and attractive garnet color Nose: Spicy
and smoky notes provided by the mixture of oaks of different origins and a very good ripe
fruit in which Tempranillo and Mazuelo come together to add complexity. Mouth: Wide,
meaty and fresh, pleasant, long and balanced wine. Great sample of the great terroirs of
the municipality of San Vicente.
LE MEPRISE · VINOS MALAPARTE (V.T CASTILLA Y LEON)
14.0% VOL.
80% Tempranillo & 20% Syrah Fruity flavor, good freshness, powerful and forceful, with
complexity and power at the entrance, quite dry, medium-high density, notable volume
on the palate, expansive, tasty, creamy, herbaceous, subtly smoked, quite full-bodied
and great structure. On the palate it is pleasant, balanced, with medium acidity, round,
with some well tamed liquor points and fruity.

250ml: 6.6
Bottle: 16.5

EL LAGAR DE ISILLA CRIANZA · EL LAGAR DE ISILLA, 2017 (D.O RIBERA DEL DUERO)
15.0% VOL.
92% Tempranillo, 3% Merlot and 5% Cabernet Sauvignon Clean and bright. Intense
cherry red, with violet reflections on the rim. Very ripe fruit appears on the nose, with a
slight touch of vanilla, some cinnamon, a background of cocoa and balsamic notes that
give it a touch of freshness. In the mouth it recalls black fruits (blackberry, currant), a
background of dark chocolate with spices (vanilla, cinnamon) with a long and broad
finish.

250ml: 8.5
Bottle: 21

BARON DE LEY RESERVA TEMPRANILLO · BARON DE LEY (D.O.C.A RIOJA, ESPANA)
250ml: 6.7
Bottle: 16.7
13.5% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Lovely ruby-red with medium depth of colour and slight brick-red
hues. Great aromatic intensity on the nose, with ripe fruit well integrated with the toasted
oak and balsamic aromas from the cask. The aftertaste is long and lingering, recalling
reminders of toasted wood and dried fruits.

Ă SEIS+SEIS · BODEGA DONA FELISA, 2017 (RONDA, SPAIN)

13.5% VOL.
Tempranillo 60% and Syrah 40% Very intense cherry-red colour wine with rich aromas of
blueberry and woodland fruits, all enlaced within notes of chocolate, toasted spices and
hints of toasty oak imparting a subtle smoked meat character.
Silky tannins and striking smoothness, very soft entry onto the palate wrapped within a
floral overture.
A hint of bitterness as the wine passes through the mouth, expressing its gently tempered
minerality.
Full body, rich and concentrated with balanced acidity and well-integrated oak. on the
palate with an elegant and prolonged finish.

250ml: 8.5
Bottle: 21

BARON DE LEY GRAN RESERVA · BARON DE LEY, 2015 (DOC RIOJA, SPAIN)
13.0% VOL.
100% Tempranillo
View: An attractive ruby color of medium layer and light brick tones.
Nose: Great aromatic intensity on the nose, with ripe fruit integrated with toasted and
balsamic notes. After some time in the glass, the aromas evolve to traces of infusions,
spices and tobacco . Mouth: The attack on the palate is round and harmonious, showing
silky tannins but also remaining fresh and lively. The aftertaste is very persistent,
recovering memories of toast and raisins.

250ml: 11
Bottle: 28.5

ENTRE PALABRAS (BETWEEN WORDS) · BODEGA VALDEMONJAS, 2016 (DO RIBERA DEL 250ml: 12.2
Bottle: 32
DUERO)
14.0% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Nose: Intense and complex aromas of freshly ripe black fruits. Light
touches of roasted coffee and dark chocolate.
Mouth: Tasty, delicate and fresh of ripe black fruits without being candied, fresh. Present
balsamic woods, with fine and elegant tannins and lightly toasted cocoa framed by
excellent acidity. Long-lasting drink and medium persistence.
VALDUERO CRIANZA · VALDUERO, 2016 (D.O RIBERA DEL DUERO)
14.0% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Wine made with the Tinto fina variety from 30-year-old vineyards .
Aged for 15 months in barrels , to which are added 12 more of aging in the bottle. The
nose is fruity and balsamic, spaced with hints of cumin, cloves and nutmeg. Friendly and
with nerve on the palate , very structured, it leaves with a long aftertaste

250ml: 12
Bottle: 31.5

PAGO DE LOS CAPALLANES ROBLE -JOVEN · PAGO DE LOS CAPELLANES, 2020 (D.O.
RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
100% Tempranillo View : Clean and bright cherry color. Nose: On the nose, an intense
floral aroma and red forest fruit, assembled with hints of lactic and vanilla typical of its
brief passage through wood. Mouth: The palate is wide, elegant, persistent and velvety,
without losing the liveliness of the great young wines of the Ribera.

250ml: 10.3
Bottle: 26.5

Ă LAN GRAN RESERVA · LAN, 2011 (RIOJA, SPAIN)

14.0% VOL.
96% Tempranillo, 4% Mazuelo Nose: On the nose the notes of very ripe fruit predominate,
plum, figs, fruit compote. All this wrapped in notes of vanilla, caramel, black pepper and
smoked.
Mouth: Wine with good structure, with sweet and ripe tannins on the palate.

Ă BARÓN DE LEY FINCA MONASTERIO · BARON DE LEY, 2020 (RIOJA, SPAIN)

14.0% VOL.
100% Tempranillo At sight it wears an intense and dark cherry color, crowned with a
border that resists losing its violet tones. On the nose, clear aromas of black fruit in jam
(blackberries and plums) and balsamic woods dominate, with hints of infusions and tea,
coconut, lactic notes, cocoa and spices such as cloves. In the mouth it has a great
structure and is tasty, balanced and elegant. Its touch is juicy and is covered with
balanced tannins, with a smoky background, almost peat, very penetrating. Its round
and roasted finish always invites one more drink.

250ml: 12
Bottle: 31

250ml: 14.1
Bottle: 35.4

MARQUES BURGOS 8000 · MARQUES DE BURGOS, 2016 (RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Very intense cherry color, deep, almost opaque. Very penetrating and
highly complex aromas. Note the notes of red fruit intermingled with white flowers and,
especially, violet aromas, typical of this high-altitude variety. Sweet, minty, pepper, and
low forest touches are also appreciated. Mature wine, with natural elegance, spacious,
powerful, with round and enveloping tannins, perfectly integrated. A

250ml: 15
Bottle: 40

PUNTO GEODESICO · TRUS, 2018 (RIBERA DEL DUERO.)
250ml: 15
Bottle:
40.5
14.5% VOL.
100% Tempranillo This wine comes from vineyards located in geodesic stations in Ribera
del Duero (La Aguilera, Baños de Valdearados, Peñaranda, Moradillo de Roa —all of them
villages in the province of Burgos). They form a catalogue of soils with different
compositions, ranging from the calcareous soils of Baños to the gravelly soils of
Moradillo or the pale white sands of Peñaranda and the silts and sands of La Aguilera.
The wine is a complex red, full of nuances, mineral, vertical, with good acidity and
powerful tannins, polished, focused.
LAN A MANO - EDICION LIMITADA · LAN, 2017 (D.O. RIOJA , ESPANA)
14.0% VOL.
85% Tempranillo, 10% Graciano & 5% Mazuelo Ripe cherry red, very deeply coloured
and bright. Very intense aromas of ripe, almost candied black fruit (plum, blackberry,
blackcurrant.) Notes of cocoa and toffee, black tobacco and spices, as well as a mineral
streak, a common characteristic in all wines from the Viña Lanciano estate. Warm and
velvety on the palate. It is round, ripe, with a very tannic yet elegant profile. A long,
harmonious finish.

250ml: 15.5
Bottle: 42

TORRE ALBÉNIZ RESERVA 2015 · FINCA TORREMILANOS, 2015 (DO RIBERA DEL DUERO, 250ml: 15.5
Bottle: 42
CASTILLA Y LEÓN, SPAIN)
14.5% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Aromas of black fruit with balsamic and toasted touches. On the
palate it is smooth, silky, mineral and intense.

Ă BOSQUE DE MATASNOS · BOSQUE DE MATASNOS, 2018 (RIBERA DEL DUERO,
SPAIN) C

14.5% VOL.
92% Tempranillo, 6% Merlot, 2% Malbec COLOR: Intense cherry color, slightly bright
and with a very high layer.
NOSE: High intensity and very pleasant aromas. Red fruit predominates, cherry, with an
aromatic complexity typical of a good wine. Fine spices of cinnamon, vanilla, caramel,
toffee. We also find a mineral and slightly balsamic touch typical of the Matasnos Forest.
MOUTH: On the palate it is a fine and pleasant wine where both red fruit and fine spices
melt. Long and continuous aftertaste, again reminiscent of the red fruit base, a light
touch of black and those pleasant spices ... Very rich and above all interesting, different
within the Ribera del Duero. Extraordinary to drink now and with a very interesting aging
potential.

250ml: 16.2
Bottle: 44

TORREMILANOS CYCLO · FINCA TORREMILANOS, 2016 (RIBERA DEL DUERO, ESPANA)
15.0% VOL.
96% Tempranillo and 4% Variety Intense and lively wine. Very lively and latent purple
hue. On the nose, it directly evokes red fruits, black fruits, earth, liquorice, laurel and
mineral sensations, accompanied by notes of noble and elegant woods. In the mouth
there is a sensation of well-structured fruit, accompanied by floral nuances that are
surrounded by rosemary, thyme, lavender, sage. Smooth tannin with important mineral
sensations.

250ml: 17.2
Bottle: 47

MERALDIS
15.0% VOL.
Integral Vinification With this wine we wanted to make a classic elaboration of Ribera del
Duero, with the spectacular grapes of Fuentenebro, an integral vinification in barrels, an
intense and balanced flavor. Red wine from Tempranillo grapes from the D.O. Ribera del
Duero

250ml: 23
Bottle: 55.5

LOS TRES DONES (THE THREE GIFTS) · BODEGA VALDEMONJAS, 2016 (DO RIBERA DEL 250ml: 20.2
Bottle: 56
DUERO)
14.5% VOL.
100% Tempranillo The complexity of the nose will not leave you indifferent, intense,
toasted black fruit, elegance and power, are the first sensations that will come to you.
Taste: The careful preparation and aging has achieved a simply magnificent wine. It has it
all, body, intensity, elegance, subtlety, the dominance of the fruit over a clean wood that
gives it the intensity necessary to achieve a fantastic wine.
LABARONA RESERVA · HACIENDA GRIMÓN, 2012 (D.O. RIOJA , ESPANA)
13.5% VOL.
Tempranillo & Graciano On the nose: Very intense with a pleasant bouquet of balsamic
notes, almonds, chocolate and vanilla aromas that give way to notes of dark fruits.
On the palate: Good structure, balanced, pleasant acidity and soft round leaving a long
and complex aftertaste.
LOESS COLLECTION (24 MONTH) · LOESS, 2015 (DO RIBERA DEL DUERO)
14.5% VOL.
100% Tempranillo 24 Months in New French Oak Barrels
At sight it is a clean and bright wine, of a garnet cherry color with a youthful rim and a high
intensity.
On the nose, it is clean, powerful and complex. The aromas of black and red fruits
predominate, combined with roasted, spicy and balsamic notes. All of them in a balanced
mixture that gives the wine an outstanding elegance that changes with oxygenation in the
glass, allowing you to enjoy the wine throughout its consumption.
In the mouth it is powerful but delicate. Structured but fluid in texture. Very tasty and alive
ahead, although it can already be enjoyed with powerful dishes. Long-lasting, fruity and
balanced.

250ml: 16.2
Bottle: 44

250ml: 21
Bottle: 58

TORREMILANOS COLLECTION · FINCA TORREMILANOS, 2014 (RIBERA DEL DUERO,
ESPANA)
15.0% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Torremilanos Collection 2014 is made with tempranillo grapes from a
selection of vineyards over 60 years old cultivated at the Torremilanos Estate (Aranda de
Duero) . A wine that is only made in the best vintages, and that is the result of a triple
selection: selection of the harvest, selection of grapes and selection of barrels. Pleasant
wine on the palate, with great intensity and depth. Cherry, cherry, chocolate, cinnamon
flavors.

250ml: 21.5
Bottle: 60

CULMEN RESERVA · LAN, 2015 (D.O.C. RIOJA, ESPANA)
250ml: 26.5
Bottle: 75
13.5% VOL.
85% Tempranillo & 15% Graciano Ripe cherry red, very deeply coloured and bright. Very
intense aromas of ripe, almost candied black fruit (plum, blackberry, blackcurrant.)
Notes of cocoa and toffee, black tobacco and spices, as well as a mineral streak, a
common characteristic in all wines from the Viña Lanciano estate. Warm and velvety on
the palate. It is round, ripe, with a very tannic yet elegant profile. A long, harmonious
finish
VALDUERO GRAN RESERVA · BODEGAS VALDUERO, 2009 (RIBERA DEL DUERO,
ESPANA)
14.0% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Imposing garnet red. Its aroma presents us with smoked meats, fig
bread, toffee and leather. In the mouth it is intense and expands as we taste it. Tannins
still alive despite the age and intense and persistent aftertaste. It is exceptional how it
reaches the mind through the senses.

Ă TORRE MUGA RESERVA · MUGA, 2016 (D.O.C.A. RIOJA, SPAIN)

14.0% VOL.
75% Tempranillo, 15% Mazuela, 10% Graciano It is a wine that expresses sweet tooth
first, but its acidity makes it remain alive throughout its expression in the mouth. It is a
powerful and balanced wine with a present but well tamed tannin.
Garnet red color with bluish reflections, clean and bright.
It is a complex wine where we can appreciate sweet red and black fruit, spicy notes of
cloves, black pepper and some sweet vanilla. When the wine opens, aromas of
balsamic, toasted and some hint of undergrowth flow through.

250ml: 29.5
Bottle: 73.5

250ml: 44
Bottle: 127.5

SYRAH
THE PROFILE OF SYRAH
Syrah is a dark-skinned red wine grape. Its origins have been popularly debated, but its modern
viticultural home is unquestionably the northern Rhône Valley of eastern France. In Australia,
Syrah is the flagship variety and has developed such a distinct personality that it is essentially
regarded as a distinct variety, is overwhelmingly (but not exclusively) known as Shiraz.
Syrah has proved successful around the world; wines are produced in many styles and display
myriad dark-fruit flavors. Varietal Syrah can be quite floral in its youth, developing white and
black pepper aromas and herbaceous notes as it ages. Some examples show tanned leather and
smoky scents, while the fruit in these wines tends towards the very dark flavors of blackcurrant
and licorice.
Syrah is also an extremely useful blending grape due to its deep color and typically high tannins.
In the southern Rhône it is common for Syrah to be blended with any combination of Grenache,
Mourvèdre,
TAUS FUSION · HACIENDA DEL CARCHE, 2017 (D.O JUMILLA)
14.5% VOL.
100% Syrah Concentration, harmony, roundness, intense colour, floral notes with hints of
violets and high complexity are but a few of this wine’s numerous attributes. Not many
wines can satisfy connoisseurs and occasional drinkers alike. This is a winning choice that
will linger in your memory for a long time

250ml: 4.5
Bottle: 12

Ă FILARMONÍA MSM · LA PURISIMA, 2021 (YECLA, SPAIN)

250ml: 4.5
Bottle: 12

Ă PREMIUM 1904 SYRAH - TEMPRANILLO · NAVARRO LOPEZ (I.G.P. TIERRA DE

250ml: 6.5
Bottle: 15

14.0% VOL.
34% Monastrell, 33% Syrah y 33 % Merlot Coexisting in perfect balance, they bring us a
fruity red wine with a spicy finish, a song for your palate that will inspire your best lunches
and dinners. In the glass, a spell of bright cherry red with sky blue undertones. For the
nose, a melody of blackberry and black fruit aromas. For the palate, the harmony of a
good body, perfect balance and a spicy finish. Filarmonía MSM…a work to create unique
moments.
CASTILLA, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
Syrah and Tempranillo Attractive cherry red color, clean and bright. Intense aroma of red
fruits, ripe cherries and violets on notes of wood that provide light touches of toast. Tasty
on the palate, powerful with a long and pleasant mid palate with a slight astringency of
ripe tannins.

ENRIQUE MENDOZA FINCA XACONERO · ENRIQUE MENDOZA, 2017 (D.O.C ALICANTE)
250ml: 7
Bottle: 18
14.0% VOL.
Mourvèdre, Syrah & Grenache Powerful and harmonious wine, with many fine and sweet
tannins that will make it live for many years and a barrel that elegantly accompanies all the
weight of the fruit. Great long and harmonious aftertaste where power and elegance are
appreciated at the same time.

ENCASTE COSECHA · BODEGA DONA FELISA, 2019 (RONDA, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
Syrah 65% - Merlot 35% This young wine present medium- deep intensity, it has dense
purple color as well as lots of brier and dark berry deep ruby-red, with a wonderful
display of rich aromas.
Black fruit aromas reminiscent of blueberries and blackberries, white flowers and small
notes of black pepper.
Perfect texture, weight feel and unctuous in mouth and very good balance in acidity,
fresh and very fruity, really easy to drink.

250ml: 11.6
Bottle: 30.5

CHIANTI
THE PROFILE OF CHIANTI
Chianti is not the name of a grape but of a wine-producing region in Tuscany, Italy. The main
grape used to make Chianti wine is called Sangiovese. It derives its name from the Latin ‘sanguis
jovis’ which means the blood of Jove or Jupiter.
Sangiovese is an indigenous Italian grape variety and by far the most widely planted red grape in
Italy.
By law a wine can only be called Chianti if it is a) produced in the Chianti region and b) made
with at least 80 percent Sangiovese grapes.
Most Chiantis are made with 100 percent Sangiovese. However, some producers blend in other
varieties such as a little Merlot or Syrah. Or, Cabernet Sauvignon along with the Sangiovese to
help soften down the final product.

Ă FRESCOBALDI NIPOZZANO RISERVA CHIANTI RUFINA · MARCHESI FRESCOBALDI
SOCIETÀ, 2018 (CHIANTI RUFINA DOCG, ITALY)
13.5% VOL.
*85%Sangiovese, Malvasia nera, Colorino, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon * Its bouquet is
characterized by fruity aromas such as blackberry, blueberry and cherry, followed by
herbal notes as well as vanilla and cinnamon. On the palate it is harmonious with soft
tannins. In the finish, balsamic notes of black pepper and cocoa.

250ml: 10
Bottle: 25.5

BOBAL
THE PROFILE OF BOBAL
The name (pronounced ‘bow-bal’) comes from the Latin, ‘bovale’ meaning ‘in the shape of a bull’s
head’. This reflects the fact that the Bobal grape cluster is tightly packed in a very distinctive shape,
which could indeed be said to look similar to a bovine head.
Bobal is a child of the Levant, its homestead the western Mediterranean DOs of Ribera del Jucar,
Manchuela and, most significantly, Utiel-Requena, where it flourishes on hillsides of up to 900m,
located 70km inland from the sea. The altitude of this DO makes it the coolest of the Levant regions
and lends a structure to its wines, which is well suited to this globally warming world.

Ă MADAME BOBALU · BODEGAS VOLVER, 2019 (D.O VALENCIA)

13.5% VOL.
Brilliant ruby colour. In the nose crystallized fruit, sweet and subtly toasted spices thanks
to the time spent in the barrel. Medium intensity in the mouth with a balanced tannin.

Ă CLOS DE SANJUAN · VITICULTORES DE SAN JUAN BAUTISTA, 2016 (DO UTIEL-

REQUENA)
13.5% VOL.
100% Bobal The result is a wine of tamed power. It is already noticeable as the nose
approaches: red fruit, liquorice and black pepper. In the mouth, it enters strongly but is
nuanced and lengthened, leaving a fruit and pepper finish,

250ml: 4
Bottle: 6.95

250ml: 8.8
Bottle: 22

WHITE WINE - HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

Ă ARNAIZ VERDEJO · ARNÁIZ, 2021 (DO RUEDA, SPAIN)

13.0% VOL.
100% Verdejo Bright and clear appearance, straw yellow color with greenish tones.
Intense on the nose, fresh, citrusy, with tropical fruits and aniseed nuances. Young, lush,
opulent, oily with vibrant and pleasant acidity, persistent and long on the palate.

250ml: 4
Bottle: 9.5

JOSE PARIENTE · BODEGA JOSE PARIENTE, 2021 (DO RUEDA, SPAIN)
250ml: 5.5
Bottle: 16
13.0% VOL.
100% Sauvignon Blanc
View: Straw yellow colour with green reflections. Nose: Its intense aromatic expression is
an exceptional sum of vegetable and exotic fruit notes (passion fruit), hints of freshly cut
grass and boxwood with a slight mineral touch. Mouth: In the mouth it presents the
typicity of the Sauvignon Blanc, that fresh and clean elegance. It is a wine of high intensity,
structured and persistent, round.x

Ă AMADOR MEDRANO BLANCO BARRICA 2020, EDICIÓN LIMITADA · BODEGAS

MEDRANO IRAZU, 2020 (RIOJA, SPAIN)
14.0% VOL.
100% White Tempranillo Visual Phase : bright straw yellow color with abundant tears.
Olfactory Phase: aromas of ripe white fruit with light floral touches. Light notes of dry
herbs and fine lees.
Gustatory Phase : in the mouth it is unctuous and tasty with a perfect integration of all the
fruits that compose it

250ml: 8.5
Bottle: 21

CHARDONNAY
THE PROFILE OF CHARDONNAY
Chardonnay is the world's most famous white-wine grape and also one of the most widely
planted. Although the most highly regarded expressions of the variety are those from Burgundy
and California, many high-quality examples are made in Italy, Australia, New Zealand and parts
of South America.
Describing the flavors of Chardonnay is not easy. While many Chardonnay wines have high
aromatic complexity, this is usually due to winemaking techniques (particularly the use of oak)
rather than the variety's intrinsic qualities. Malolactic fermentation gives distinctive buttery
aromas. Fermentation and/or maturation in oak barrels contributes notes of vanilla, smoke and
hints of sweet spices such as clove and cinnamon. Extended lees contact while in barrel imparts
biscuity, doughy flavors. Because of this high level of winemaker involvement, Chardonnay has
become known as the "winemaker's wine".

Ă PREMIUM 1904 · NAVARRO LOPEZ (I.G.P TIERRA DE CASTILLA)

13.0% VOL.
100% Chardonnay Straw yellow with greenish hues. On the nose there are notes of white
and tropical fruits, floral notes on a light touch of butter and toast. On the palate,
voluminous, sweet notes and a good balance between alcoholic strength and acidity.

250ml: 3.5
Bottle: 8.5

BESTUE CHARDONNAY D.O. SOMONTANO
Chardonnay This wine on the nose is direct, at the same time intense, with aromas
reminiscent of tropical fruits and citrus fruits. On the palate it is fresh and vibrant.

250ml: 2.8
Bottle: 6.5

Ă EL GORU BLANCO · BODEGAS EGO, 2012 (DOP JUMILLA)

250ml: 5
Bottle: 13.2

ENRIQUE MENDOZA CHARDONNAY - JOVEN · BODEGAS ENRIQUE MENDOZA, 2020
(ALICANTE, SPAIN)
12.0% VOL.
100% Chardonnay Straw yellow in color, with golden and greenish reflections. Nose
aromas of hay, freshly cut grass, green apple, dried fruits (hazelnut), ripe tropical fruits
(banana and pineapple) and subtle notes of bread crust and pastry. In the mouth it is
persistent, fatty, mature and with good balance and acidity.

250ml: 5.6
Bottle: 12.5

Chardonay and Moscatel Colour: Shiny golden-yellow.
Nose: Ample ripe white and tropical fruit aroma with typical floral notes of Moscatel
grapes.
Palate: Long, oily in the mouth and leaves a pleasant off-dry taste.

NINO MIMADO BLANCO · ESTEBAN MARTIN, 2020 (CARIÑENA, SPAIN)
12.5% VOL.
100% Chardonnay An Organic wine of straw yellow color, attractive and bright. Nose with
good fruit expression, notes of pineapple and melon with pleasant oak tips. In the mouth
it is broad and fermented in French oak barrels on its lees, it presents an unusual
freshness, very elegant and is dressed with the silkiness of the lees and the spicy and
toasted tones of the wood.

250ml: 6.5
Bottle: 15

ENRIQUE MENDOZA BARREL FERMENTED CHARDONNAY · BODEGAS ENRIQUE
MENDOZA, 2020 (ALICANTE, SPAIN)
13.0% VOL.
100% Chardonnay A beautiful straw yellow color with golden reflections. On the nose,
aromas of tropical fruit and citrus stand out with hints of smoked products from its
fermentation in the barrel. Wide and with a good balance between acidity, alcoholic
strength and wood. Long and harmonious aftertaste.

250ml: 6.8
Bottle: 16

BORGO MOLINO CHARDONNAY · BORGO MOLINO VIGNE & VINI, 2019 (VENETO, ITALY)
13.0% VOL.
100% Chardonnay Light yellow color, shiny, the bouquet is fruity with aromas of ripe
apples and brioche. On the palate it is slim, elegant and fine with delicate floral hints.

250ml: 7.2
Bottle: 17

FAND.ORO CHARDONNAY · ARZUAGA NAVARRO, 2018 (RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
100% Chardonnay Nose: aromas of ripe white fruit with spicy notes and light toasted
notes.
Mouth: fullness on the palate and a very long finish.
CLOE CHARDONNAY · BODEGA DONA FELISA, 2019 (RONDA, SPAIN)
14.5% VOL.
100% Chardonnay This wine shows a bright and brilliant yellow color with hints of gold.
The aroma of fruit with citrus undertones is intense, beautifull nose with notes of tropical
fruits on a bed of pine and hazelnuts and a touch of white flowers notes.

250ml: 5.5
Bottle: 16.5

250ml: 8
Bottle: 19

ESSENS CHARDONNAY · ESSENS, 2018 (D.O ALICANTE, ESPANA)
13.0% VOL.
100% Chardonnay Pleasant entry and happy and fruity mid palate. Silky white, with
volume, good density and acidity, perfectly integrated with fine touches of wood and a
herbaceous touch.

250ml: 7.8
Bottle: 19.4

Ă GLENELLY ESTATE RESERVE CHARDONNAY · GLENELLY ESTATE, 2020

250ml: 12.2
Bottle: 32

Ă TORRES MILMANDA · TORRES, 2017

250ml: 36.5
Bottle: 105

(STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA)
12.5% VOL.
100% Chardonnay Green-yellow with golden reflections, shiny in the glass. Aromas of
yellow fruits, peach, hints of butter and a hint of the exotic, mango. On the palate it is
fresh, fruity and mineral with a solid structure, creamy acidity and good balance. A great
Chardonnay with race and bite.
13.5% VOL.
100% Chardonnay Fermented and aged for 10 months in new French oak barrels.
Balanced Complex and Long. Notes of vine Peach, Ripe Fruit, Coconut, Milky Notes.

ALBARINO
THE PROFILE OF ALBARINO
Albariño (Alvarinho) is a green-skinned grape variety native to Galicia on the north Atlantic coast
of Spain. It is best known as being the key grape variety in the Rias Baixas DO, where it makes
crisp but often well-textured white wines with peach, citrus and mineral characters that pair
perfectly with the local seafood.
The variety is often made into a lightly sparkling Vinho Verde wine in Portugal, which is
commonly labeled varietally to distinguish it from the usual Louriero-based Vinho Verde blend.
Here, the variety is known as Alvarinho.
The variety is high in acidity, and can be produced as a light white wine or in a fuller style, with
oak or lees aging adding to the texture and richness. A marine characteristic from the nearby
Atlantic ocean is often discernible, sometimes manifesting itself as a slight salinity, which makes
Albarino a perfect food wine.
EIRAL · PABLO PADIN, 2020 (RIAS BAIXAS, SPAIN)
250ml: 4.8
Bottle: 10
12.5% VOL.
100% Albarino Pale yellow, clean and bright wine. Very fresh and fruity with soft citrus and
apple notes. It is balanced, round and very fresh.
CARTA MARINA ALBARINO · CARTA MARINA, 2019 (D.O. RIAS BAIXAS, ESPANA)
12.5% VOL.
100% Albarino Fruity aromas stand out, with notes of white fruits (green apple) and hints
of tropical fruits. Soft on entry, with a pleasant and balanced acidity, with hints of white
and tropical fruits and a persistent finish.

250ml: 5.2
Bottle: 11

PAZO DE VILLAREI · HGA BODEGAS Y VIÑEDOS DE ALTURA, 2020 (RIAS BAIXAS, SPAIN)
12.5% VOL.
100% Albarino Straw yellow with greenish reflections, clean, bright, abundant tears.
Aromas of notable intensity, tropical aromas (pineapple), apricot, herbaceous, and light
notes of white flowers. Unctuous on the palate, good structure, very fresh, sensations of
stone and tropical fruit, fresh citrus and herbaceous notes, persistent slight bitterness
and well-integrated acidity.

250ml: 4.2
Bottle: 11.95

MARTIN CODAX · MARTIN CODAX, 2020 (RIAS BAIXAS, SPAIN)
250ml: 4.7
Bottle:
12.95
12.5% VOL.
100 Albarino Medium intensity with ripe citrus notes like lime and tangerine. The note is
predominantly floral (hawthorn, jasmine and orange blossom) and a herbaceous haylike background. Enveloping, fresh and well-balanced. The retronasal reminds the note
of ripe citrus fruit.
SEGREL AMBER · PABLO PADIN, 2019 (D.O. RÍAS BAIXAS, SPAIN)
13.0% VOL.
Appearance stage: Straw yellow with golden sparkles, very clean and brilliant.
Nose stage: Strong character, complex, standing fruity notes of apples, citrus and floral
aromas, showing off all the goodness of the varietal.
Mouth stage: Fresh, balanced, excellent acidity, lively, great depth with persistent fruits,
emphasizing its delicacy in mouth and elegant aftertaste with hints of citrus.

250ml: 6.4
Bottle: 14.6

PACO Y LOLA · PACO & LOLA, 2020 (D.O RIAS BAIXAS, ESPANA)
12.5% VOL.
100% Albarino An aromatic white wine with citrus notes combined with orange blossom
flowers and a tropical background of kiwi, lychees and mango. In the mouth it is fresh,
intense and light. A very fruity wine with integrated acidity and a long and persistent
finish.

250ml: 6.7
Bottle: 15.5

AD GAUDE ALBARINO · 2019 ALICANTE, SPAIN
13.5% VOL.
100% Albarino Albariño with the aroma of aromatic herbs and stone fruits. Perfect wine
to accompany appetizers and white meat.

250ml: 7.7
Bottle: 18.5

SANTIAGO RUIZ RÍAS BAIXAS · SANTIAGO RUIZ, 2020 (DO RÍAS BAIXAS - ROSAL)
250ml: 8.8
Bottle: 22
12.5% VOL.
Albariño (74%), Loureiro (10%), Godello (7%), Treixadura (5%) and Caiño Blanco (4%).
Clear and bright yellow. Intense and complex nose showcasing aromas of fruit (apple,
pear, apricot), herbs (lemon verbena, aniseed) and mineral notes. Full bodied, its fruity
complexity returns combined with wet-stone minerality on the palate prior to a long and
crisp finish. The combination of five native grape varieties to Rias Baixas makes this a wine
with a uniquely distinct character.
ROSA RUIZ ALBARINO · BODEGA SANTIAGO RUIZ, 2019 (DO RÍAS BAIXAS - ROSAL)
250ml: 10.6
Bottle: 27.5
13.5% VOL.
100% Albarino Pale yellow colour, clean and bright. Intense, clean and powerful nose
where the typical aromas of the Albariño variety (apple, pear, mango, papaya, white
flowers and citrus) are fully ripe and marked in their presence. Broad, structured and fullbodied on the palate lifted by a bright acidity that offers a sufficient framework to
support such structure. The aromas are very much present again on the finish.

ENVIDIA COCHINA ALBARINO · 2019 D.O RIAS BAIXAS, ESPANA
13.0% VOL.
100% Albarino A white wine with abundant tears in which it shows a complex nose of
white and yellow fruits, white flowers, saline notes and herbaceous touches. On the
palate it is broad, fatty and glyceric. A wine with an elegant mid palate, balanced acidity
and a long and persistent aftertaste.

250ml: 9.1
Bottle: 28.8

AGNUSDEI · VIONTA, 2018 (D.O RÍAS BAIXAS)
12.5% VOL.
Golden-greenish yellow color. - Nose: Aromas of green apple, banana and melon. Mouth: Taste of ripe fruits, very aromatic and slightly bitter characteristic of the variety.
Wine macerated on its lees to improve its structure.

250ml: 6.3
Bottle: 14.5

GARNACHA BLANCA
THE PROFILE OF GARNACHA BLANCA
Grenache Blanc (Garnacha Blanca in Spain) is the light-skinned mutation of Grenache Noir.
Although it is native to northeastern Spain, Grenache Blanc is best known for its role in southern
French white wines and in particular as a member of the Châteauneuf-du-Pape blend.
The light-golden, straw-colored juice of Grenache Blanc is increasingly produced as a varietal
wine, though its use as a softener in a blend is still more common. It typically displays greenapple and stonefruit aromas and a broad texture.
BARON DE LEY BLANCO · BARON DE LEY, 2019 (LA RIOJA , SPAIN)
12.5% VOL.
White Garnacha , Viura , White Tempranillo View: Pale yellow color with greenish
reflections.
Nose: Surprising for its great expressiveness, with an attractive range of exotic aromas and
aromatic herbs (dill, coriander).
Mouth: It shows a perfect balance between alcohol and acidity. Citrus sensations (lime,
grapefruit), freshness and acidity dominate the palate, the latter contributed by the note
of coriander. Long and creamy white.
NIVARIUS FERMENTADO EN BARRICA · NIVARIUS, 2018 (D.O.C.A RIOJA)
13.5% VOL.
Viura, Maturana Blanca , Garnacha Blanca & Tempranillo Blanco Straw yellow color
with greenish tones in the trim. Nose of high aromatic intensity with a predominance of
stone fruit notes along with spicy notes from the barrel, vanilla, coconut and the
creaminess of the aging on lees. On the palate it is fresh and balanced with a long finish
and again very fruity.

250ml: 3.8
Bottle: 9.5

250ml: 6.4
Bottle: 16.1

BARON DE LEY VARIETALS · BARON DE LEY, 2017 (D.O.C.A RIOJA)
250ml: 7
Bottle: 17.6
13.0% VOL.
100% Garnacha Deep purple colour with good robe. Fruit compote nose with a presence
of balsamic aromas, mint and cocoa, with mineral underlying mineral nuances. Warm,
with silky, velvety tannins, perfectly integrated. Full and elegant with a persistent finish.

BARON DE LEY 3 VINTAS RESERVA BLANCA · 2017 D.O.C.A RIOJA
12.5% VOL.
Garnacha Blanca, White Viura, and Malvasía Attractive, bright golden-yellow colour. On
the nose you can find a cascade of intense aromas, with dried raisins, almonds and
aromatic herbs, followed by sweet honeyed tones and autumn fruits. On the palate it is
lively, lasting, deep and complex, with lots of nuances, mineral undertones and a slightly
salty touch.

250ml: 8.4
Bottle: 21.2

SAUVIGNON BLANC
THE PROFILE OF SAUVIGNON BLANC
Sauvignon Blanc is a white-wine grape from western France, now successfully grown in
emerging and established wine regions all over the world. While the grape may be more readily
associated with the Loire Valley (for its pivotal role in Sancerre and Pouilly-Fumé), it is more
likely to have originated from Bordeaux, where it is typically blended with Semillon.
In the late 20th Century, a new region began to gain a reputation as one of the great Sauvignon
Blanc regions of the world: Marlborough, at the northern tip of New Zealand's South Island. The
rapid development of the Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc is one of the most dramatic events in
the world of wine.
The key selling point of Sauvignon Blanc is its straightforwardness – the flavors are rarely hidden
away in the background. Also, there is a particularly close correlation between the perceived
flavors and their descriptors, making Sauvignon Blanc an ideal wine with which to begin winetasting lessons.

Ă TAUS BLANCO · HACIENDA DEL CARCHE (JUMILLA, SPAIN)

Macabeo & Sauvignon Blanc Beautiful pale yellow colour, with greenish reflections.
Presents a great aromatic potential in which the whole spectrum opens up. Tasty in the
mouth, well balanced, with a fresh acidity and light palate.
BARON DE LEY SEMIDULCE
100% Sauvignon Blanc
The pressing and maceration of the grapes are carried out at low temperature so that the
fermentation is carried out in cold. The fermentation stops with a drop in temperature in
order to eliminate the yeasts and thus obtain the residual sugar that characterizes semisweet wines.
View: Clean, bright and transparent straw yellow wine with golden trim.
Nose: Clean and complex aromas of passion fruit, mint and notes of honey.
Mouth: With an excellent balance between acidity, alcohol and sugar, the palate is fresh
with a slight plum feel.

250ml: 3.5
Bottle: 7.5

250ml: 5
Bottle: 15

OLD HANDS SAUVIGNON BLANC · LA PURSIMA, 2021 (DO YECLA, SPAIN)
250ml: 5
Bottle: 15
12.0% VOL.
Elaboration : Made with the Sauvignon Blanc variety. The grapes are harvested at night and
cold macerated to preserve their aromas and extract the potential, subtlety and delicacy of
the variety. After the batonage is when "Old Hands" reaches its fullness to be bottled.
Tasting : In a still glass the primary aromas appear, reminiscent of white flowers. Once we
shake the wine, the notes of exotic fruit are manifested with delicate aromas that remind us
of a wine with a Mediterranean character. On the palate, the wine is intense, fresh, with
great volume. It has a smooth finish, which invites us to continue enjoying this great white
win
JOSE PARIENTE · BODEGA JOSE PARIENTE, 2021 (DO RUEDA, SPAIN)
250ml: 5.5
Bottle: 16
13.0% VOL.
100% Sauvignon Blanc
View: Straw yellow colour with green reflections. Nose: Its intense aromatic expression is
an exceptional sum of vegetable and exotic fruit notes (passion fruit), hints of freshly cut
grass and boxwood with a slight mineral touch. Mouth: In the mouth it presents the
typicity of the Sauvignon Blanc, that fresh and clean elegance. It is a wine of high intensity,
structured and persistent, round.x
MATUA SAUVIGNON BLANC · MATUA, 2019 (MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND)
13.0% VOL.
100% Sauvignon Blanc** A distinctive and aromatic Sauvignon Blanc, delivering bright
and lively gooseberry and passion fruit characters with a hint of lime. The palate is well
proportioned with refreshing tropical flavors that linger on the seductive finish.
ALBAYDA · FONTEDEI, 2018 (GRANADA, SPAIN)
12.5% VOL.
Sauvignon Blanc & Chardonnay Bright yellow color, intense, floral, balanced and spicy
aroma. On the palate, powerful, round, fatty and long. White partially fermented in French
oak barrels and aged on lees for 5 months.

250ml: 8.6
Bottle: 21.5

250ml: 8.8
Bottle: 22

RIESLING
THE PROFILE OF RIESLING
Riesling is a light-skinned, aromatic grape of German origin which is – if the majority of top wine
critics are to be believed – the world's finest white wine grape variety.
For many, the claim above may seem at odds with the sea of chaptalized, low-quality wine
exported from Germany in the late 20th Century. In truth, very little of that infamous wine was
Riesling at all, but instead higher-yielding grapes such as Müller-Thurgau and Silvaner), but the
reputation has nonetheless stuck. Riesling has also been stereotyped as just a sweet grape, used
only to make sticky wines. But while botrytized Rieslings are among the finest sweet wines in the
world, the majority of global Riesling wines are either dry or off-dry.

DOMAINE ME LA VILLE DE COLMAR RIESLING (AUSTRIA) · DOMAINE ME LA VILLE DE
COLMAR, 2018 (ALSACE, FRANCE)
100% Riesling With manual harvesting and low yield per hectare, this The wine is lemon
yellow in color, on the nose it is intense, mineral and fruity with citric notes and on the
palate we can perceive lively, balanced and citrus notes.

250ml: 8.1
Bottle: 20

GODELLO
THE PROFILE OF GODELLO
Godello is a white grape variety grown in both Spain and Portugal and is thought to originate in
Galicia in the northwestern corner of Spain.
The history of Godello is somewhat unclear. The first official written reference to it came in 1531
when it was cited under the names of Agudelho and Trincadente in the Douro. Recent DNA
profiling has revealed Godello, Gouveio, Gouveio Roxo and Verdelho do Dão all share the same
DNA profile.
Godello had a close brush with extinction in the 20th Century, with only a few hundred of its
vines remaining by the 1970s. Thanks to a project to rescue this grape variety led by Horacio
Fernández and Luis Hidalgos, there are now more than 1000 hectares (2471 acres) of Godello
vines in its supposed native home of Galicia.
MIL RIOS GODELLO · MIL RIOS, 2019 (D.O GALACIA, ESPANA)
12.5% VOL.
100% Godello Intense, frank and complex. The variety and the terroir are faithfully
reflected in the notes of ripe fruit, pear and apricot, with balsamic (spearmint) and
vegetable (olive) nuances.

250ml: 6.5
Bottle: 15.3

VERDEJO
THE PROFILE OF VERDEJO
Verdejo is the aromatic grape variety behind the crisp white wines of Rueda in central Spain. It is
by far the most planted variety in this part of the country, and is produced both varietally and as
a component of a blend with either Viura or Sauvignon Blanc
Full-bodied Verdejo wines are held in high regard, displaying herbaceous, nutty characters with
balanced acidity and some cellaring potential. Nevertheless its prominence in Rueda is being
challenged by the international Sauvignon Blanc. Furthermore, Chardonnay and Viognier were
added to the DO regulations in 2020.
Before this a generic Rueda DO still white wine had to feature at least 50 percent Verdejo. Now it
must include the same minimum of Verdejo OR Sauvignon Blanc. Rueda Verdejo is no longer a
separate classification. Verdejo remains the key grape variety in the region's sparkling wines,
which are known as Rueda Espumoso, and the less common fortified wines.

ANARES TERRANOVA · ANARES, 2019 (D.O.C.A RUEDA, SPAIN)
250ml: 3.4
Bottle: 8.5
14.5% VOL.
Takeaway: 6.5
100% Verdejo Pale straw-yellow colour with steely glints. The nose is open and intense,
with white fruit aromas mingling with hints of minerals, nettles and honey. In the mouth,
the wine is tasty and supple in its attack, then elegant and well structured, progressing
towards a long finish with a sharp crisp tail.

Ă DON AURELIO VERDEJO · NAVARRO LOPEZ (D.O VALDEPENAS, SPAIN)

250ml: 3.5
Bottle: 7.5

Ă VALDELAVACA VERDEJO · FINA VALDELAVACA, 2020 (CASTILLA Y LEON, SPAIN)

250ml: 3.5
Bottle: 7

Ă ARNAIZ VERDEJO · ARNÁIZ, 2021 (DO RUEDA, SPAIN)

250ml: 4
Bottle: 9.5

12.0% VOL.
100% Verdejo Pale yellow with greenish hues, clean and bright. On the nose, its notes of
white fruit (pear) and tropical fruit stand out, as well as balsamic vegetable notes. Citrus
nuances and floral notes reappear on the palate.
13.0% VOL.
100% Verdejo Clean, bright, straw-colored Verdejo with greenish edges. Good intensity in
the mouth highlighting balsamic and white fruit. The nose is characterized by mediumhigh intensity, with fruity aromas assembled with herbaceous.
13.0% VOL.
100% Verdejo Bright and clear appearance, straw yellow color with greenish tones.
Intense on the nose, fresh, citrusy, with tropical fruits and aniseed nuances. Young, lush,
opulent, oily with vibrant and pleasant acidity, persistent and long on the palate.

Ă BARDOS VERDEJO · BARDOS, 2020 (CASTILLA Y LEON)

250ml: 4.6
Bottle: 9.5
13.0% VOL.
100% Verdejo Clea Verdejo is proof that enthusiasm and care in the vineyard allow for
fantastic results. A vineyard over 20 years old, enhanced by aging on lees for at least 4
months to give it density and volume. A typical Verdejo, grass and fennel nose and hints of
citrus, gives way to a wide and persistent mouth, with a balanced acidity.
Clea Verdejo combines fruit and flower, minerality and freshness to leave a fragrant
memory that invites you to toast the sun and life.
CRAZY GOAT · CRAZY GOAT (CASTILLA Y LEON, SPAIN)
12.5% VOL.
100% Verdejo Nose: On the nose, the Verdejo Cabra Loca white wine has great
expressiveness where varietal aromas such as freshly cut hay and fennel are mixed with
tropical aromas such as mango, pineapple and guava.
Mouth: On the palate, the Verdejo Cabra Loca white wine is intense, fruity and unctuous,
with a long and silky finish.

250ml: 6.3
Bottle: 14.5

VIDILLA VERDEJO · SHAYA WINERIES AND VINEYARDS, 2020 (SEGOVIA, SPAIN)
13.0% VOL.
100% Verdejo This wine has been made from grapes from certified organic vineyards
Smell: its aromas of white fruits stand out, interspersed with herbaceous notes such as
laurel, fennel and aromatic plants of scrubland (thyme).
Taste: in the mouth it is balanced with light and refreshing acidity, it offers some typical
bitter notes of the Verdejo variety and a tasty and long finish

250ml: 4.4
Bottle: 8.8

CASTILLO DE MIRAFLORES · ESTÉVEZ GROUP (D.O RUEDA , SPAIN)
12.0% VOL.
A natural semi-sweet white from Rueda, made 100% with Verdejo grapes. Balanced,
round and with personality, we are facing a fresh wine, sweet without falling into the
impalement and simple to drink.
View: Bright colour. Nose: Of intense aroma in which the notes of stone fruit stand out.
Mouth: Sweet and sweet.

250ml: 4.5
Bottle: 10.5

Ă EL TUTOR · GRUPO ESTÉVEZ (D.O RUEDA)

250ml: 5
Bottle: 13.5

13.5% VOL.
100% Verdejo High aromatic intensity marked by a wide range of varietal notes (hay,
balsamic, citrus), with a contribution of maturity as a result of working with the lees.
Good structure on the palate. Balanced, unctuous, velvety wine with a long aftertaste,
recalling the aromas perceived on the nose.
GRANADILLA 9 MESES BARRICA · LA GRANADILLA, 2020 (CASTILLA Y LEON, SPAIN)
12.5% VOL.
100% Verdejo A young, white wine with a varietal character, straw yellow color with
greenish reflections typical of the Verdejo variety. The nose is characterized by great
intensity, with fruity aromas (orange peel and fresh apple), very well assembled with spicy
and balsamic notes (fennel, cut grass and liquorice), resulting in a fresh wine with great
aromatic complexity. In the mouth it has a very pleasant entry that gives way to the
freshness of a young wine, given its good acidity.

250ml: 7.5
Bottle: 16

LOESS VERDEJO COLLECTION · LOESS, 2020 (DOP RUEDA, SPAIN)
14.0% VOL.
100% Verdejo It is fragrant, with a marked fruity character where the details of stone fruit
and pineapple stand out. Among this framework, notes of anise and nettle can be
appreciated that give liveliness. In the mouth there is volume and a sweet sensation that,
thanks to the acidity, refreshes and gives length

250ml: 9.5
Bottle: 24

MERALDIS VERDEJO
White wine from Verdejo grapes, from the D.O. Rueda, with integral vinification in barrels.
Vineyards: Vineyards over 40 years old on pebble soils in the area of Rueda and Villanueva
de Duero. Elaboration: Manual harvest in boxes. Direct pressing with scrape.

250ml: 11
Bottle: 33

MOSCATEL
THE PROFILE OF MOSCATEL
Muscat (Moscato in Italy, Moscatel in Spain and Portugal) is the name of one of the oldest and
most widespread grape families in the world. The grapes we know today as Muscat – which are
believed to have originated in the Middle East – have been used in winemaking since the times
of the ancient Greeks.
The distinctive grapey aroma of Muscat is one of its chief properties, but its versatility also
makes it an attractive option for winemakers. Muscat may be produced as dry, medium, sweet,
sparkling or even dessert wine, and are also used as table grapes around the world – this is why
we particularly describe Muscat wine as being "grapey". However, the Muscat family in general
has low acidity and is not suited to aging more than about four years (with the exception of
fortified Muscat).

Ă MARINA ALTA · BODEGA BOCOPA (D.O ALICANTE, SPAIN)

250ml: 4.8
Bottle: 9.5
11.5% VOL.
100% Muscat of Alexandria This white wine from Alicante is aromatic and fruity with deep
notes of fresh Muscat with Alsatian hints. White flowers and fresh fruit. The nose is intense,
fine and elegant. Wide and very fruity with notes of anise and fennel. Great conjunction
between acidity and sugar. It is a unique wine, very particular, balanced and round.
SALICORNIO · VINESSENS, 2018 (ALICANTE, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
100% Moscatel The name of this wine comes from a shrubby plant that grows in brackish
environments. Specifically, this wine is born in the La Mata Natural Park , where the
vineyards are just 50 meters from the salty water, which gives the wine an indisputable
saline character . It ferments with its skins and is pressed in the middle of the process, at
which point it is left without skins until it is dry. It is aged for 3 months in a concrete tank
and shows citric notes, hints of white flowers, jamin and ahazar among other aromas.

Ă TORRES NATUREO WHITE – ALCOHOL FREE WINE · TORRES (SPAIN)

100% Muscat Alcohol-free white wine (dealcoholized) made 100% from Moscatel from
Alexandria grapes. After the fermentation process, only the alcohol is extracted,
maintaining all the aroma and flavor.
Straw yellow color. Delicate fruit aroma (golden apple). To the mouth is smooth,
gourmand, fresh, with a sensuous nuance that reminds of quince jam.

250ml: 5
Bottle: 14

250ml: 7.1
Bottle: 16.8

OTHER GRAPES
HOUSE WINE - ARDENT · ALICANTE (ALICANTE)
14.0% VOL.
100% Organic Macabeo
Wine made from the best white grapes golden under the Alicante sun and from organic
farming. After a gentle crushing, the skin maceration is carried out at a low temperature to
highlight the varietal aromas. The bleeding of flower must is produced by gravity
extraction and its subsequent fermentation lasts for 30 days at a very low temperature.

125ml: 1.9
250ml: 2.9
Bottle: 7

CONSENTIDO MACABEO
100% Macabeo Made with 100% Macabeo grapes harvested at the beginning of
September. Only the flower must is fermented in new oak barrels. After this process, it
remains on its fine lees for five weeks, which gives it density. The result is a round wine,
with unmistakable varietal aromas, nuanced with oak.

250ml: 2.5
Bottle: 7

PLANALTO RESERVA DOURO · CASA FERREIRINHA, 2018 (DOURO, PORTUGAL)
12.5% VOL.
Malvasia, Viosinho, Arinto, Codega & Gouveio Pale yellow in color, dry and very short
finish. Fresh lemon on the nose with gooseberry and asline notes on the palete.

250ml: 5.2
Bottle: 11

NIVARIUS EDICION LIMITADA · NIVARIUS, 2017 (LA RIOJA , SPAIN)
250ml: 7.4
Bottle:
17.8
14.0% VOL.
70% Viura, 30% white Maturana Clean and bright straw yellow with reflections of the
same color. Nose: complex, elegant high intensity, notes of white balsamic fruit and a
background of creamy oak, more complexity with mineral notes and laurel. Mouth: dry
entrance, one step vertically mouth, good acidity, perfectly integrated its satiny character.
In retronasal, balsam, citrus, floral notes, a final saline mouth and a long aftertaste.

Ă LE MEPRISE BLANCO · MALAPARTE, 2018 (SEGOVIA, CASTILLA Y LEON)

12.2% VOL.
Abillo, Palamino & Malbar 50% fermented in French oak barrels and the remainder in
stainless steel. Remains with its lees and bâtonnage for 6 months. On the nose, lemon,
citrus, fruits like golden apple, peach. Herbaceous (fennel, dill, white stone) Good acidity

250ml: 8.8
Bottle: 22

VALUDERO GARCIA BLANCO · VALUDERO, 2019 (ALBILLO DE LA RIBERA DEL DUERO,
SPAIN)
12.5% VOL.
100% Albillo The first white from Albillo de la Ribera del Duero.
Very light straw color, due to resistance to oxidative processes. Fruity aroma with a
background of pineapple and grapefruit, original and typical of the Albillo variety.
Balanced on the palate, it compensates for the corpulence with a slight acidity.

250ml: 9.5
Bottle: 23.7

FINCA LA NEVERA NIVARIUS · 2016 DOCA RIOJA, SPAIN
13.5% VOL.
100% Maturana Blanca Clean, brilliant and transparent, with a straw yellow colour with
green glints. On rose it is fresh, complex and mineral, with aromas of white fruit, flowers
and balsamics. On palate it is dry on entry. It is unctuous while keeping a good tension.
On retronasal. Notes of balsamic, salts and chalk. It is long and well-balanced.

250ml: 15.8
Bottle: 42.8

Ă AMADOR MEDRANO BLANCO BARRICA 2020, EDICIÓN LIMITADA · BODEGAS

MEDRANO IRAZU, 2020 (RIOJA, SPAIN)
14.0% VOL.
100% White Tempranillo Visual Phase : bright straw yellow color with abundant tears.
Olfactory Phase: aromas of ripe white fruit with light floral touches. Light notes of dry
herbs and fine lees.
Gustatory Phase : in the mouth it is unctuous and tasty with a perfect integration of all the
fruits that compose it

250ml: 8.5
Bottle: 21

ROSE WINE - HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
Ă RAIMUN ROSADO · SINFORIANO, 2021 (D.O. CIGALES, SPAIN)

13.0% VOL.
Tempranillo, Verdejo and Albillo Light strawberry colour. On the nose, simple and fruity:
aromas of red fruit, citrus, and white flowers. Smooth, round, balanced and fruity on the
palate with a light but very pleasant acidity.

250ml: 3.8
Bottle: 9

BARON DE LEY ROSADA · 2019
12.5% VOL.
Tempranillo & Garnacha Attractive, bright cherry-pink colour with violet hues. A fragrant
nose in which red-berry fruit, especially raspberries and strawberries come to the fore.
On the palate, the wine is round and full of flavour, with a fresh, fruity finish.

250ml: 4.7
Bottle: 11.5

Ă QUELIAS ROSE · SINFORIANO, 2020 (D.O CIGALES, SPAIN)

250ml: 7.2
Bottle: 18.5

13.0% VOL.
Albillo, Tempranillo, Verdejo and Garnacha Quelías is a Provençal-style rosé made by
Bodegas Sinforiano with a careful selection of Albillo, Tempranillo, Verdejo and Garnacha
grapes, from hawthorns from old vines over 60 years old from Cigales (Valladolid). It is
subjected to traditional vinification and aging for five months on its lees, which gives it
volume, longevity and persistence. Expressive, intense, aromas of white peach and
grapefruit and subtle notes of sour strawberry. Fresh and elegant on the palete

GARNACHA
OTTO BESTUE GARNACHA · OTTO BESTUÉ, 2020 (DO SOMONTANO, SPAIN)
13.5% VOL.
Crystalline in appearance, it shows an attractive strawberry-pink color with purplish
sparkles in a fine layer. In the olfactory phase, primary aromas of high intensity appear.
Fruity aromas (strawberry, cherries, berries) dominate on a background of a sweet shop
that takes us back to childhood. In the mouth it is fresh and unctuous, with marked
aromas of red fruits. Medium long aftertaste.

250ml: 4.5
Bottle: 9

BARON DE LEY ROSADA · 2019
12.5% VOL.
Tempranillo & Garnacha Attractive, bright cherry-pink colour with violet hues. A fragrant
nose in which red-berry fruit, especially raspberries and strawberries come to the fore.
On the palate, the wine is round and full of flavour, with a fresh, fruity finish.

250ml: 4.7
Bottle: 11.5

CHLOE · BODEGA DONA FELISA, 2019 (RONDA, SPAIN)
11.5% VOL.
Garnache 100% Is a pale salmon-pink colour wine, presents an appearance which tends
towards an “onion skin” colour.
Enjoy its aromas of wild roses with hints of flowers, raspberries, and citrus fruits that
combine wonderfully.

250ml: 7.2
Bottle: 17

CESILIA ROSE - LA RESERVE · CASA SICILIA, 2019 (VINALOPO VALLEY, ALICANTE)
250ml: 7.5
Bottle: 18
13.0% VOL.
100% Garnacha Pale pink, clean, bright and crystalline. The nose expresses subtle floral
aromas, which evolve towards notes of peach and apricot. The mouth is fresh, delicate,
with a good breadth, where we find the same memories of stone fruit, with a citrus and
spicy finish. It is unctuous, very broad, with fresh sensations that reinforce its dynamism, it
has a long and pleasant finish.
LÍA · BODEGAS NIVARIUS (DOC RIOJA, SPAIN)
250ml: 6.5
Bottle:
14.5
12.5% VOL.
100% Garnacha Natural sparkling wine made using the ancestral method. A selection of
vineyards over 25 years old of the Garnacha variety from the Alto Najerilla area, located at
an altitude of over 650 metres above sea level. The soil where it is born is a mixture of
ferrous clay and limestone with a sandy component of degradation.

MONASTRELL
HOUSE WINE - VERMADOR ROSADO · 2019 ALICANTE
125ml: 1.9
250ml: 2.9
13.5% VOL.
Bottle: 7
100% Monastrell Fruit aromas reminiscent of strawberries and plums. Tasty, fresh, with an
important aftertaste persistence. A sober and elegant wine as well as fresh and lively.
LAYUNA DE LAIA · 2018 D.O ALICANTE
250ml: 5
Bottle:
12.5
13.0% VOL.
Monastrell & Garnacha Pale, bright rosé wine with violet hues. On the nose it is elegant,
fresh, delicate and complex at the same time. Reminding us of red fruits such as
strawberry and raspberry with marked floral nuances, such as rose and carnation petals.
On the palate it has a voluminous mid palate, it fills your mouth with fruity nuances
reminding us of the olfactory sensations. It is a long, fine, elegant and very pleasant wine.
ENRIQUE MENDOZA ROSE · ENRIQUE MENDOZA, 2020 (ALICANTE, SPAIN)
12.5% VOL.
100% Monastell Floral aromas, delicacy and freshness. In the mouth it is very fresh, light
and happy, with good acidity and memories of freshly cut fruit.

250ml: 6.6
Bottle: 15.5

Ă QUELIAS ROSE · SINFORIANO, 2020 (D.O CIGALES, SPAIN)

250ml: 7.2
Bottle: 18.5

13.0% VOL.
Albillo, Tempranillo, Verdejo and Garnacha Quelías is a Provençal-style rosé made by
Bodegas Sinforiano with a careful selection of Albillo, Tempranillo, Verdejo and Garnacha
grapes, from hawthorns from old vines over 60 years old from Cigales (Valladolid). It is
subjected to traditional vinification and aging for five months on its lees, which gives it
volume, longevity and persistence. Expressive, intense, aromas of white peach and
grapefruit and subtle notes of sour strawberry. Fresh and elegant on the palete

TEMPRANILLO

UĂ CIENTO VOLANDO · FERNANDEZ PONS (VALENCIA, SPAIN)

250ml: 4.8
Bottle: 9.8

Ă RAIMUN ROSADO · SINFORIANO, 2021 (D.O. CIGALES, SPAIN)

250ml: 3.8
Bottle: 9

12.0% VOL.
100% Tempranillo Light pink color with salmon reflections, with aromas of strawberries
and candy. On the palate it is smooth, fresh and easy to drink.
13.0% VOL.
Tempranillo, Verdejo and Albillo Light strawberry colour. On the nose, simple and fruity:
aromas of red fruit, citrus, and white flowers. Smooth, round, balanced and fruity on the
palate with a light but very pleasant acidity.

BOBAL
THE PROFILE OF BOBAL
The name (pronounced ‘bow-bal’) comes from the Latin, ‘bovale’ meaning ‘in the shape of a bull’s
head’. This reflects the fact that the Bobal grape cluster is tightly packed in a very distinctive shape,
which could indeed be said to look similar to a bovine head.
Bobal is a child of the Levant, its homestead the western Mediterranean DOs of Ribera del Jucar,
Manchuela and, most significantly, Utiel-Requena, where it flourishes on hillsides of up to 900m,
located 70km inland from the sea. The altitude of this DO makes it the coolest of the Levant regions
and lends a structure to its wines, which is well suited to this globally warming world.

Ă ALTOS DEL CABRIEL · BODEGA DEL ABAD, 2020 (D.O MANCHUELA)

13.0% VOL.
100% Bobal A monovarietal rosé wine made by Bodega del Abad in Manchuela 100%
with bobal grape. As a tasting note, it has a bright and clean pink color, it is fresh with
aromas of cream and yogurt on the nose.

250ml: 3.5
Bottle: 6.95

PORTS AND DESSERT WINES
ENRIQUE MENDOZA DOLC DE MEDOZA · ENRIQUE MENDOZA, 2014 (ALICANTE, SPAIN)
14.0% VOL.
A natural sweet wine that is only made in very special years, since they need especially
healthy grapes that are able to withstand the overripeness while on the plant, until they
are harvested in the first week of December. On the nose, the primary aromas of red
berries, such as blackberries, blueberries and strawberries, with fine smoky notes and
species such as cinnamon and cloves, are abundant. In the mouth, the high level of
glycerine and the residual sugar caresses the palate, with soft tannins and sufficient
acidity.
ANDERSEN WHITE PORT · ANDERSENS (PORTUGAL)
19.5% VOL.
White port has slightly floral and well balanced aromas. It has a sweet, silky, complex flavor
and is best served cold.

100ml: 4.5

75ml: 4.8

QUINTA DO CRASTO LATE BOTTLED VINTAGE PORT · QUINTA DO CRASTO (QUINTA DA
CABREIRA, PORTUGAL)
19.5% VOL.
Deep purple in colour, almost opaque. Impressive for its extraordinary intensity, the nose
shows wild blackberry fruit aromas wrapped in light cocoa notes. The palate starts in an
engaging way and leads to a serious wine, with excellent concentration and volume, and a
structure made of compact-textured tannins very well integrated with fresh wild berry fruit
hints.

75ml: 5.2

Ă ROMATE SHERRY PEDRO XIMENEZ DUQUESA · SANCHEZ ROMATE (JEREZ, SPAIN)

100ml: 6

18.0% VOL.
100% Pedro Ximenez Heavenly sweet, concentrated with aromas of raisins, molasses,
honey and a hint of chocolate. Subtle roasted aromas and a long, intense finish round off
this sherry.

CAVA

Ă FREIXENET CORDON NEGRO · FREIXENET

11.5% VOL.
Parellada , Macabeo and Xarel·lo A bright, pale yellow coloured cava with
greenish highlights. The bubbles are abundant, fine, persistent and very well
integrated. Fine and delicate aromas, with a predominance of green fruit (apple
and pear), light hints of ripe tropical fruit (banana and pineapple notes), with a
background of citrus and fresh herbs.

200ml Bottle: 2.9
200ml Takeaway: 2.5

Ă FREIXENET CARTA NEVADA · FREIXENET (CATALUNYA, SPAIN)

200ml Bottle: 3.2
200ml Takeaway: 2.8
11.5% VOL.
Macabeo, Xarel·lo and Parellada A clean and bright cava with a yellow color,
golden highlights and medium size bubbles. The nose is straight-forward and
clean, with prominent aromas of white flowers and fresh fruit, along with subtle
citrus aromas. The palate is well structured and fresh, with a mild acidity.

Ă COCA JOSEP COCA BRUT NATURE · SABATÉ I COCA (VILAFRANCA DEL PENEDÈS, 200ml Glass: 8.5
SPAIN)
12.5% VOL.
Xarello & Macabeo Complex aroma with fresh notes of pineapple and eucalyptus,
cocoa and toasted nuts, perfectly assembled. Mouth: On the palate it is voluminous
and meaty. Structured and surprisingly fresh, very persistent and balanced.

CHAMPAGNE

Bottle: 30.5

MOËT & CHANDON BRUT IMPERIAL · MOËT & CHANDON (D.O CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE)
Bottle: 60
12.0% VOL.
The most famous champagne comes to Vinoselección willing to show that glamour and
fame are not at odds with quality. Moët & Chandon Imperial Brut is one of the most
consumed wines on the planet and one of the brands with the most followers in history. An
exemplary champagne made by one of the oldest houses in the region, located on the
historic Avenue del Champagne in Épernay
MOËT & CHANDON ICE · MOËT & CHANDON (D.O CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE)
750ml Bottle: 90
12.0% VOL.
Ice Impérial, the first and only champagne especially created to be enjoyed over ice. A
new champagne experience combining fun, fresh and free sensations while remaining
true to the Moët & Chandon style, a style distinguished by its bright fruitiness, its
seductive palate and its elegant maturity
CHARLES MIGNON PREMIUM RÉSERVE BRUT PREMIER CRU · CHAMPAGNE CHARLES
Bottle: 52
Takeaway:
50
MIGNON (D.O CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE)
12.0% VOL.
*75% Pinot Noir y 25% Chardonnay
Golden, clean and bright, elegant bubbles. Aromas of peach, honey, followed by notes of
white flowers and butter. Confirmation of the aromas, citrus notes, with character,
elegance and great persistence.

Ă LAURENT-PERRIER CUVÉE ROSÉ BRUT · LAURENT PERRIER (D.O CHAMPAGNE,

FRANCE)
12.0% VOL.
100% Pinot Noir Nose: Frank and very fresh. Wide range of small red fruits: strawberry,
currant, raspberry and black cherry. Its extraordinary freshness is the dominant sensation.
Mouth: The fruit dominates in the mouth. The first impression is very frank and acidulous.
You have the feeling of immersing yourself in a basket of fresh red fruits: strawberry,
raspberry and cherry. Light and round wine.

Bottle: 68

Labels

U
V
K
Ă

Organic
Vegan
GMO-free
New

Allergens

C

Egg

